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Convert DS saves to other NDS file formats. Convert files that only take up
50MB to just 1.7MB. In addition to the file formats supported by other

applications, it can support DSi and DS Lite saves. Open NDS Save
Converter Features: * Supports DS, DS Lite, DSi, and New Nintendo DS *

Very fast conversion * Batch conversion * Supports multi-item batch
conversion * Supports DSi saves * Supports DS Lite saves * Supports Game

Boy saves * Supports Nintendo DS saves * Allows you to preview before
conversion * Supports saving the converted results as a new file * Support
Multi-thread conversion * Support 64-bit encoding * Does not leave any

temporary files * Does not affect the size of the original save files * Multi-
file support * Allows you to batch-convert a large number of DS saves *
Supports password for the DS saves * Supports DS/DSi/DS Lite save file

name filter * Supports DSi save file name filter * Support saving data path
and title of the game * Loads/Saves data settings * Supports "File Rating" *

Includes trial version * Supports Universal encoding (ANSI & UTF-8) *
Supports converting unicode to ANSI encoding * Supports converting
UTF-8 DS saves to ANSI encoding * Supports encoding filenames *

Supports filename conversion * Supports changing the filename * Supports
changes to the filenames * Supports renaming files * Supports adding new
lines (multiple lines) * Supports moving files to a new directory * Supports

splitting files * Supports Zip archive conversion * Supports BZip2
compression * Supports Zip, RAR, 7-Zip, 7z, and Z-compatible
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compression * Supports Zip decoding and extraction * Supports loading Zip
archives into the application * Supports Zip extraction and saving *
Supports using filters for modifying file dates and sizes * Supports

modifying data path and title * Supports saving settings as temporary profile
* Supports saving settings to the files * Supports changing the settings via
the temporary profile * Supports naming the temporary profile * Supports
renaming the temporary profile * Supports loading the temporary profile *
Supports displaying the temporary profile * Supports displaying the system

profile * Supports using the temporary profile * Supports disabling
automatic update of the temporary profile * Supports modifying and

viewing the settings for
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Open NDS Save Converter is a simple application for converting Nintendo
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Since the release of the Nintendo DS, a huge amount of video games that
did not originally make it to the portable console were ported to it. And
many of them have been shared for free between people around the world
on Nintendo DS cartridge. But none of those games were shareable between
Nintendo DS units, and were also not available in other format. So people
are willing to take the risk of buying game on secondary markets in order to
play it on their Nintendo DS. But since a lot of games were, they are no
longer playable in any other Nintendo DS. So what we have today is the only
solution to this problem. Our program allows you to convert a save file into
other supported formats on your Nintendo DS. We accept the following
formats: SD CF One Top Toy SD EZ Flash 4 DSLinker Ninjapass WinPCP
Safestore InformUSB We do not accept MiniCD format. It is a small and
very portable application, that can be run directly from the executable file
or put on a USB drive and launched on a new Nintendo DS. You can see
yourself as soon as the game starts. The ease of use means that no special
experience is required to use the tool. The standard installation takes a few
minutes. After this, you can remove the software without worrying about
losing data. Open NDS Save Converter highlights: * Currently this is the
only solution for converting save files from secondary markets * The NES
Zapper format is not supported * Some settings can be changed through the
user interface * The application is small and very portable * The source
code can be found on the developer's website * Save Converter works well
on newer operating systems * No errors or crashes have been reported since
the program was created in 2009 * You can convert a single save file or a
batch * There are no other options available * The utility's functions can be
found on the official website Open NDS Save Converter Welcome to the
world of childhood nostalgia, where fun games and thrilling adventures will
take you back to the days when video games were created. If it was a coin,
then the game was released on a cartridge. Very often we are blessed with a
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plethora of Nintendo DS titles that are only available as a cartridge - even
though the console has only been available as cartridge-based. You can take
a look at the titles here. When the

What's New in the?

It is easy to convert NDS Save files from a Nintendo DS to other formats,
e.g. NDS game saves, ROMS, and others. Interface: The program interface
consists of a standard window with a minimalistic layout, where you can
import Save files using the file browser only, since drag-and-drop is not
supported. You can also set the output directory and format. Supported
formats: It supports all known NDS Save file formats, including.7z and.zip.
It also supports the following formats:.cf,.nus,.iso,.pcm and.mnc.
Limitations: The default output format is.cf. Installation: There is no need to
install any additional software and the installation process is simple and
quick. In order to run Open NDS Save Converter without installing
additional tools, you can save it to a USB flash drive and run it on other
computers, or use a copy-protected version of the program. Uninstallation:
Opens NDS Save Converter removes its files and entries from the registry
automatically, in order to leave no traces of the application on the PC. The
format of your Nintendo DS device must be FAT, and you will have to
choose between two possible methods of saving files: using the internal
memory, which can be formatted as FAT, or using a microSD card. Of
course, the latter is more preferable, since you will be saving the files to a
larger storage unit, which will facilitate the process of later transferring
them to a PC. User reviews: «Prev 1 of 3Next» Open NDS Save Converter
Windows 7 (Review) By DAVID Awesome. I will be using this from now
on. I bought a 4GB microSD for $2 and this program made it easy to
convert my NDS game saves to that. Reviewing Rated 5 out of 5 Write a
review Open NDS Save Converter Windows 7 (Review) By Muon Best
solution to convert save files of any NDS games. It supports all NDS save
file types. The best feature of this tool is that it supports batch conversion. It
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can convert one by one. Reviewing Rated 4 out of 5 Write a review Open
NDS Save Converter Windows 7 (Review) By pablo100 I would like the
NDS
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.80GHz or
faster Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: GeForce 8800GT or better DirectX:
Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 8 GB available space Sound: DirectX Compatible
sound card Network: Broadband Internet connection Other: Controller,
keyboard, mouse Before you begin: This game requires at least 2.3GB of
hard disk space.
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